For your eyes only!

High Stakes High Tech

HIGH REWARDS!
Only those with a gridiron gut and nerves of steel
will take home the truly obscene profits.

Think you have what it takes?

T

o understand just how juicy this opportunity is, consider what it
would be like to crawl into the underbelly of the tech world. A
place where few are permitted to steal a glimpse into technological
innovations that simply defy imagination and at times, logic. The very
ones that can make you a millionaire many times over.
I’m not talking evolution but rather revolution — life shattering,
shake-the-world-to-the-core breakthroughs that set the investment world
on fire. Radical revolutions we can’t begin to wrap our heads around

LEARN
MORE!

because they’re just starting to rumble, percolate, boil and bubble
under the surface.
Some of these radical innovations are being developed in back alley
basements, dingy garages, musty attics and make shift offices that may
double as powder rooms. (Yep, think the early spawning of Google). In
some cases they’re in the war rooms of some of the world’s top
corporations. The very places were brilliance is born and the next
stunning moneymaker is hatched.

What makes this a rare, once-in-a-lifetime
investment opportunity is that so few
know about these companies simply because…
They’re still in the chromosome stage.
Knowing about them is like being a member of a secret society with
top security clearance. In fact, you’re being handed a rare opportunity
to become part of a Secret Society of Tech Traders — those that have
backdoor access to some of the most exciting early-stage tech companies
out there today.
Over the years, subscribers to our services that have followed our
investment recommendations have built the proverbial house of money with
the returns they’ve seen:


Mphase Tech (XDSL.OB): soared 100% in 11 days



Sigma Design (SIGM): bolted up 96% in 16 weeks



Netsuite (N): soared 54% in just 7 hours



Starent Networks (STAR): shot up 100% in a mere 4 months



Riverbed Tech (RBVD): went vertical at 150% in 12 months

Impressive yes. But we admit that we live for the exhilaration of the
risk and thrill of the reward. Our team has become convinced that we can do
better — we can get in even earlier—below groundfloor in the sub-basement —
and make what can only be described as obscene amounts of money.

Just imagine for a moment if you had been
privy to today’s monsters of technology
when they were just being hatched
Warren Buffet would be coming to you for advice you’d be that rich.
Ok, not exactly, but you get the point.
The secret to making unimaginable wealth is really quite simple—it’s
all about getting in at the break of dawn. Not when the first waves or
even tiny ripples are being made. Not when a mention shows up in the
media. Certainly not when a great oracle casts his predictions for the
sector a year in advance.
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When things are just starting to bubble
under the surface — a time when most companies
go completely unnoticed as if they didn’t even
exist — that’s the time to strike.
Think Bill Gates tooling around with
programming language at Harvard or Starbucks’
Henry Schultz taking his first sip of espresso
in Italy. Then, when these visionaries make
their move be it through an IPO or through an
announcement of its first relationship with a
newsmaker, that’s when we strike — or
sometimes even before. Until then we sit
quietly, watching, waiting, observing and then
we POUNCE when the timing’s right.

“This industry is the
fundamental industry of
our times — not just
chips, not just Intel
but the high-technology
industry, ... For those
of you that have a stake
in there, I’d like to
share my confidence and
enthusiasm for this
industry long-term. So
keep the faith.”
— Andrew Grove,
former CEO of Intel

When it comes to the stock picks you get
through this service, most of the investing
world would still be saying, “who?” but not you. You’ll be the one
saying “I told you to buy XYZ company two years ago. You should have
listened then.” Go ahead. You’ll have earned all the bragging rights to
what will be the talk of the tech world and Wall Streets top stocks.
Let me show you just how good it is to know about these companies in
their chromosome stage:


CISCO Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: CSCO): up 102,400%



EMC Corp. (NYSE: EMC): up 101,560%



Microsoft Corp. (Nasdaq: MSFT): up 74,900%



DELL Inc. (Nasdaq: DELL): up 59,580%



ORACLE Corp: (Nasdaq: ORCL): up 25,617%

These gains represent from the time of IPO to their peak price.
Now here is what $10,000 invested in the above companies would look
like today:


Cisco: $10,250,000



EMC Corp.: $10,166,000



Microsoft: $7,500,000



Dell, Inc.: $69,580



Oracle: $2,571,700

Trouble is, how could you possibly know that any of this would lead
to gains of mammoth proportions when no one is covering these things
because they just aren’t newsworthy to the masses yet?
You wouldn’t and you couldn’t unless your friend of a friend who is
cousins with so and so happened to mention this really cool technology
this friend of a friend who is cousins with so and so is working on.
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Oh, unless you have the
industry contacts like we have,
you’d never find these companies
yourself which is why you need us

“I like to tell people
that all of our products
and business will go
through three phases.
There’s vision, patience,
and execution.”

Here at Quarterly Tech Assessment (QTA)
we’ve assembled our own undercover team. A
— Steve Ballmer,
group known in our hallowed halls as the X
CEO of Microsoft
Team — a team that works covertly in stealth
mode behind the scenes. They go places we don’t
dare go. They listen. At coffee shops. Internet cafes. Shadowing blogs
and billboards. They hear things. They see things. They know things.
Beyond that, they clandestinely filter into every nook and cranny of
the tech world, examining the trends, understanding the domino effect of
“if this, then that and if this, then that, then this is going to blow
sky-high” chain of events.
They’re the big picture thinkers who have vision — the vision to see
what’s coming a few years before it happens because they recognize when
the wheels are being set in motion.
And they dig. And dig and dig some more. Our team
dug up everything they can find about the company. We
financials upside down, inside and out as well as the
strategy, the players who are going to make it happen
strategic partners.

digs until they’ve
look at the
long-term
as well as their

We get down in the trenches and get our hands dirty
We examine backgrounds and resumes of the top brass, delve into their
past experiences — successes and failures. We want to know who they know,
what they know and how much money they’ve made shareholders over the years.
And we grill them to ensure they’re not just talking heads in empty suits.
We’ll get down and dirty in the trenches. Call their customer service
people to see if they deliver on their promises — or if we’re put
through voicemail loop-de-loop hell. We’ll talk to shipping and
receiving, operations and production, marketing and even the interns if
we need to. Those people help tell the tale. If they fail in their
responsibilities you know the company isn’t going to make it—and we walk
away. If there’s a product we can order, we’ll order it to see how the
company delivers, how it performs.

Do you have the gridiron gut it takes
to be one of the privileged few?
Don’t kid yourself. We won’t be right 100% of the time and maybe not
even 90% or 70%. That’s why you have to have a gridiron gut to be part
of this exclusive service. For every five or six companies we bring you,
only one might make it.
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If that sends chills down your spine then
back up the money truck because one is all it
takes to deliver the payload. That one could
be the next great in line for success the size
of Google, Microsoft or IBM.
As for the companies we’ll bring you,
they’ll be those that have a product or
service designed to improve on one that
already exists. Think Apple’s iPhone…high
definition TV….or WiMax.

“Over the next 6 years
alone, we will invest
another $40 billion in
innovation, continuing to
make us a top R&D spender
in any industry.”
— Steve Ballmer,
CEO of Microsoft

Or, they’ll be companies generating a new product or service that has
the potential to revolutionize the world. Think Motorola and the cell
phone. Mostly they’ll be around 12-18 months out from bringing their
product to market.
With an industry that is advancing by leaps and bounds and changing
so quickly, QTA will be delivered direct to your email inbox on a
quarterly basis. If, while you’re waiting for your quarterly issue to
arrive, there’s news of movement on a red-hot tech stock or there has
been a significant change in a company we’ve already brought you, you’ll
receive a special QTA e-alert.
Because of the nature of the beast, most will trade over the counter
as bulletin board stocks as well as small caps. We’re also keeping close
tabs on those small boutique companies working with the big boys — think
of the moneymaking opportunity a buyout presents.
Remember when Microsoft bought WebTV Networks for $425 million or
bought Hotmail for $395 million. Now the companies are household names.

A battery is just a battery…
until it transforms the world
and makes you filthy rich

H

ere’s a great example of the type of company QTA will
be bringing you. It’s a company that just improved
upon the design of something we all take for granted: the
basic, boring little battery. They’ve looked the same way
and worked the same way for more than 200 years. No one
paid much attention until the military found that under
intense heat the troops were frying through batteries like
coca-cola on paint. They just didn’t hold up and Uncle Sam
wasn’t happy.
That’s how the “Forever Battery” came into play — the
most efficient, powerful battery the world has ever known.
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You know how regular batteries
lose power whether you use them
or if they just sit? Not the
“Forever Battery”.
This breakthrough battery has
on-command activation, giving it an
infinite shelf life. Think of it as
an on/off switch!

“Nanotechnology…
has allowed the battery
industry to begin to
catch up with the
electronic industry”.
— Christian Science Monitor

Even if it’s sitting in a warehouse somewhere it’s
simply not losing power. Think of the applications
for military, hospitals, power companies, schools, toy
manufacturers and computer manufacturers like Dell or IBM.
Because it’s manufactured using nanotechnology it can be
adapted to different shapes and sizes.
Remember when Dell and Apple had that lithium ion battery
recall in 2006 because the batteries were catching fire? It
cost them hundreds of million of dollars. Just think what
they would pay for one of these “Forever Batteries”. Because
it keeps internal chemicals from mixing together it now has
an infinite shelf life. It lasts 200 times longer and…is
100 times smaller thanks to nanotechnology.
It’s been 208 years and this is the first major change to
the battery as we know it. That’s big — and who knew?! We
did because the QTA X Team has been following this company
closely, watching its every move. Wall Street and the general
investing public? Not so much. They don’t yet know it even
exists yet even though multi-million dollar companies are
already knocking on the door of “Forever Battery”.
Here’s a technological advancement to a product that
hasn’t changed in 208 years yet is about to change the face
of the world. But have you heard about it? Has Wall Street
picked it up yet? Nope. That’s because it’s quietly
infiltrating the market.
Now that’s the kind of company QTA is scouring
the planet in search of.

Up to $3,590 Values
— Yours FREE!

CLICK HERE
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Be tempted some more
I want you to have a good taste of what QTA will be
bringing you so here’s another company: WiMax—a company
forging a new breed of millionaires. We discovered this
company two years ago when it was a complete unknown.
It wasn’t until recently that the name started to
surface in the mainstream, although it’s still considered
a newcomer. That’s because it’s about to be part of a
massive mega-merger of some of the top corporate tech
giants. (Remember, we brought it to investors of Untapped
Wealth TWO YEARS AGO!)
Play your cards right and you
could be investing alongside a
multi-billionaire who founded one
of America’s most successful
technology companies. You’d
recognize his name on the spot
if I told you.

“The lifeblood of our
business is that R&D
spend. There’s nothing
that flows through a
pipe or down a wire or
anything else. We have
to continuously create
new innovation that lets
people do something they
didn’t think they could
do the day before.”

His plan is use wireless
broadband services to deliver
SUPERFAST Internet connections over
long distances. That’s a first.
— Steve Ballmer,
Why this isn’t making headlines,
CEO of Microsoft
I don’t know. The more I talk to
investors, the more I realize that
they don’t even know that it exists. This new technology
leaves Wi-Fi as we know it now, in the dust.
I’d wager a bet you never heard of WiMax. But the big
kahonas know about it — the Intel’s, Nextel’s and Google’s
of the world. WiMax is just starting to eek out into the
news realm. Subscribers of QTA will know about it long
before it ever becomes the word on Wall Street.
These are just two examples of the kinds of
companies QTA will be bringing to a very
exclusive, very private group of investors.
Investors with nerves of steel that can
handle the risk and who have a genuine lust
for money, understanding they won’t all be
winners. Above all, knowing those that do
score are going to take off like a rocket.
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Come to big money country
where men are transformed to millionaire
even billionaire status overnight
Tech is the place when you want to reach for the big money and that’s
why you and I love it. Consider the wide spread consumption of the PC
and the internet — they’ve generated more wealth in the last twenty
years than mankind has ever known.
Members of this prestigious club include:


Microsoft’s Bill Gates: $56 billion



Oracle’s Lawrence Ellison: $13.7 billion



eBay’s Pierre Omidyar: $8.8 billion



Dell’s Michael Dell: $14.2 billion

Individual investors
have lost money for sure
on tech — but they’ve also
made a killing on them over
the past few decades — and
probably more so this last
10 years then at any other
time in history.

Adobe Systems Inc. (ADBE) — 22,757% Gain
International Business Machines (IBM) 1,705% Gain
QualCom Inc. (QCOM) 19,507% Gain
European Sat Service (ERST) 12,507% Gain
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO) 5,717% Gain

If you had
invested $1,000
in IBM in 1967
you’d now have
$8,787,000!
No, you’re not
seeing things.
That’s an
878,700%
increase!
When you take a look at
the big picture there’s a
stunning WOW factor. Look
at the gains companies
engaged in technology have
brought their investors:

Intel Corp (INTC) 16,945% Gain
Research in Motion (RIMM) 2,187% Gain
Amazon (AMZN) 5,614% Gain
eBay (EBAY) 2,539% Gain
Google (GOOG) 647% Gain
Hewlett Packard (HP) 19,428% Gain
Nokia Corp. (NOK) 2,380% Gain
Apple, Inc. (AAPL) 6,384% Gain
SanDisk Corp. (SNDK) 962% Gain
Motorola (MOT) 4,021% Gain

0
5,000
% Gain
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Now you have the opportunity to get in
from a stage that’s never before been
brought to public light so early. If you had
invested at the early stage with even just a
few of those companies mentioned above — say
Google, Apple, Intel and Adobe — right now
you’d be sitting on the motherlode.

“We’re approaching the
second decade of the digital
age... the internet has been
operating now for 10 years,
the second 10 years will
be very different.”
— Bill Gates

In a secure computer lab tucked away in a
remote location surrounded by armed guards,
something huge is happening.
A special undercover operations team —
known only as the X Team — is about to

BREAK MOORE’S LAW WIDE OPEN!

I

t was a time of peace signs, psychedelic head trips,
hippie hair, hip huggers and free love. And while wild
things were happening at Yasgur’s Farm during Woodstock,
that wasn’t the only thing about to ROCK and ROLL.
During that same era, a man well ahead of his time made a
stunning prediction that rocked the technology world. Gordon
Moore, co-founder of Intel Corp., projected that transistors
inexpensively placed on an integrated circuit would DOUBLE
every two years.
Little did Gordon know he would be beyond DEAD ON.
His stunning predictions have seeped into every nook and
cranny of the high tech world for decades now.
Everything from processing speed and memory to resolution
has increased exponentially. And going along for the ride?
You got it: the share prices of those high tech wonders that
have made investors dirty, filthy rich:
 CSCO 102,400%
 EMC 101,560%
 MFST 74,900%
 DELL 59,580%
 ORCL 25,617%
 ADBE 22,757%
But now it’s all about to change dramatically. QTA is
going to crack Moore’s code — break it wide open.
Our team will bring you only those companies with the
potential to bring you 3x, 5x, 8x, 10x even 1000x your
initial investment — the ones no one knows about yet.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Call Toll Free 1-800-479-5084 or SUBSCRIBE HERE
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Take the
gridiron gut challenge:

SAVE
120%!

Subscribe now and we’ll give you
up to two FREE subscriptions —
a $3,590 value — along with our
100% money back guarantee

N

ever before has there been a service like Quarterly Tech Assessment. It
brings you the most promising top of the tech picks in the chromosome
stage — the ones that carry a lot of risk with an equally powerful potential
to become the next Google, IBM or Adobe. It’s not for the fainthearted and
it’s not cheap but you’re guaranteed to receive only the crème de la crème
of the up and coming tech stocks you can’t find on your own.
Through this ultra-exclusive introductory offer you can sign up for our:
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OPTION #1.
Save 120% PLUS get two FREE subscriptions valued at $3,590!
BEST VALUE PLATINUM SUBSCRIPTION: two years which includes:



Two full years of Quarterly Tech Assessment (one e-issue each
quarter for 24 months)



Two year FREE subscription to Recon Trade Alert — a $1595 value,
yours FREE!



Two year FREE subscription to 123 Advisor, our IPO trading service
— a $1,995 value, yours FREE!



Quarterly platinum stock pick



Four to five additional picks



Special e-alerts



Iron-Clad Money Back Guarantee
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OPTION #2.
Save 50% PLUS get a FREE subscription valued at $995!
GREAT VALUE GOLD SUBSCRIPTION: one year which includes:



One full year of Quarterly Tech Assessment (one e-issue each
quarter for 12 months)



A FREE subscription for one full year to Recon Trade Alert — a
$995 value, yours FREE!



Quarterly platinum stock pick
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Four to five additional picks



Special e-alerts



Iron-Clad Money Back Guarantee

OPTION #3.

Sorry, no savings.

GOOD VALUE SILVER SUBSCRIPTION: quarterly subscription
Want to play your conservative hand and subscribe quarterly? Then give
this option a try.

WAIT!

Before you decide I have to tell you that when you sign up
for a quarterly subscription you miss out on the additional FREE
subscriptions you get when you subscribe for one year ($995 value) or
two years ($3,590 value).
Not to mention you’ll save $385 by subscribing for a full year and
$1,765 by subscribing for two years. But, if you really really insist,
here’s what you receive:


A quarterly issue for as long as you subscribe, quarter-by-quarter



Quarterly platinum stock pick



Four to five additional picks



Special e-alerts



Our Iron-Clad Money Back Guarantee

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

YES! I want QTA and my FREE Subscriptions
CLICK HERE

So you think you have with it takes?
Gridiron guts of steel with a thirst for risk and a bulletproof ego?
If you do then we want you to become part of our elite subscriber group.
It’s not for everyone so if you can’t take the heat well then, move on
out and make room for someone who can.
Your first quarterly e-issue will be on its way to you within minutes
of signing up!

Subscribe
NOW!
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QTA
X Team Leaders
Tim Fields
Tim was recruited for the Trinity
Investment Services in 2004, where he
used his analytical skills to pick
winning stock after winning stock.
An independent trader for nearly a
decade, Tim has brought a unique, yet
refreshingly simple outlook on the
financial markets to our flagship
Untapped Wealth newsletter.

Exclusive
limited time
Introductory
Offer:
Receive up to
two FREE BONUS
subscriptions!

He’s amassed some stunning profits for
readers using “old school” fundamental
techniques — rolling up his shirtsleeves
and getting to the bottom of corporate
filings to get the real story.

Eric Dickson,
Specialty Emerging Technologies
After spending years as a stock broker
at one of America’s largest independent
brokerage firms, Eric came on-board with
a knowledge and passion for emerging
technologies. He has insights on the
markets that only a stock broker could
have and it serves his readers profitably.
His little black book of Wall Street
contacts allows him to get to the bottom
of trading action before most retail
investors know a move has even been made.
Tim and Eric have lined up their
operatives on the QTA Team to bring
investors the top tech picks the world
over… those quietly on their way to
rising success!

A winning track record
for tech performers
Over the years Tim and Eric have
brought their followers some hardcore
winners in the tech sector, including:


Aruba Networks (ARUN): 40% in 7 months
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Up t
Subscribe to
$3,59 o
0
QTA for two
— Your Value
s FREE!
years and
we’ll also give
you full two year
subscriptions to
123 Advisor and Recon
Trade Alert! That’s an
incredible value — you
save $3,590!

FREE
SUBSCRIPTION #1
IPO Service
123 Advisor alerts you to
IPOs that can make you
more money than you ever
imagined. We do all the
work so you don’t have
to. Every day our experts
are monitoring the market
for hot IPOs. When we
find those that check out
we send you an email
alert right away. All you



Cavium Networks (CAVM): 100% in 5 months



Merecado Libre (MELI): 79% in a
breathtaking 2 days



Infinera (INFN): 40% in only



China Digital TV (STV): spiked 50% in
only 2 days



Mphase Tech (XDSL.OB): soared 100%
in 11 days



Sigma Design (SIGM): bolted up 96%
in 16 weeks



Netsuite (N): soared 54% in just 7 hours



Starent Networks (STAR): shot up 100%
in a mere 4 months



Riverbed Tech (RBVD): went vertical at
150% in 12 months

4 months

Now through their exclusive new service,
Quarterly Tech Assessment they’ll be
selectively focusing on the emerging tech
sector where extraordinary profits are
waiting to be made.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Get up to 2 FREE Subscriptions
valued at $3,590!

have to do is watch your
email and call your
broker when you receive
one you’re interested in.

FREE
SUBSCRIPTION #2
Small Cap Trading Service
Plus, you also receive a
FREE subscription to our
acclaimed Recon Trade
Alert, an exclusive
trading service for
small cap trades. Our
expert investment staff
does all the work in
finding you liquid,
small cap power stocks
and then we email them
to you on the spot.
You’ll find companies
that can bring you quick
double-digit returns.
Choose to subscribe to
QTA for just one year
and you’ll get a full
year of Recon Trade Alert
only, valued at $995!

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

I dare you to try
and beat this iron-clad
money back guarantee

This is a Limited
Time Offer!

With this introductory offer comes our
strongest guarantee:

Hurry, before
it’s too late!
We’re only accepting
a limited number
of subscriptions.

If you’re not satisfied for any reason,
simply let us know any time during the
first year of your subscription — no
matter which length of time you choose
to receive it — and we’ll refund every
penny you paid. No questions asked! You
can’t go wrong.
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SUBSCRIBE

